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Background…How small steps led to 
the ‘Small Stories Matter' project

´ MOU between St Mary’s Campus and DCU
´ First meeting in summer of 2016 between staff
´ Some groups established
´ Honest exchange

´ The transition of an older person from a home environment into residential care is often 
unplanned and complex

´ Little is known about how relatives make sense of this experience and the narrative strategies 
they use in telling their story

´ There is a lack of information available to support relatives during this challenging time

´ Building of trust
´ Negotiation and sharing of workload
´ Pacing of workload
´ We ‘lived the values’ on this project and got a lot done
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Method
´ Narrative inquiry (Riessman 2008)

´ Teller /Interpreter

´ Context

´ Chronology

´ Characters

´ Information

´ Emotions 

´ Open narrative questioning was utilised in accordance with the Biographical 
Narrative Method of interviewing (Wengraf 2001).  

´ Each case was analysed individually and then a collective analytic process was 
undertaken to ascertain for commonalities across all six narrative accounts.



Outcomes/Findings
A - Each of the six participants had a particularised narrative 
style and means of identity positioning within their narrative 
accounts. (analysis of the individual story)

B - From the cross case analytic process, three overarching 
themes which influenced both the life story and transitioning 
process emerged (analysis of collective stories): 

1. Transitions of Care
2. Family Dynamics
3. Knowledge/Perceptions.  



A - Particularised narrative styles and 
identity positioning 



Margaret was 94 years old at the time of interview and had recently been 
admitted to the nursing home. Eoin had been caring for his mother since she was 
in her mid 80s.  Eoin reports great detail into how he attended to all of her needs 
and co-ordinating carers when required.  

Particularised narrative style Factors affecting the transitioning process/interesting 
quotes

Eoin 
Reportative style, quite objective narrative rendering. 
e.g. ‘ I have put a lot of preparation into this’, ‘it was 

not possible’  ‘ it was unsafe’ 

Duty of care to mother
Crisis event – mother’s kidney infection
Relationship with Sister 
‘I did make a kind of promise [to her] that I would 
never put her into a nursing home…’
Positions wife as important to explaining the 
emotional aspect

Daire
Highly reflective and reflexive. Negotiating role as 

wife,
e.g. ‘it was inevitable’,  ‘all I could do was listen)

‘we realised 10 years ago that it was looking at us in 
the face’
‘night after night sat down/talked about it’
Use of husband to frame her story
Issue with family event 
‘he was being robbed of his retirement…he held out 
till the very last minute’ 



Tara spent a long time in an acute hospital prior to her transition to a nursing 
home.  One of the reasons for this was because her children were divided 
regarding what they thought was best for their mother.  Eventually, things came 
to a head and the consultant made the final decision resulting in Tara being 
promptly transitioned.  This interview was undertaken shortly following the 
transition.

Particularised narrative style Factors affecting the transitioning process/interesting 
quotes

Aideen 
Paradoxical Narrative positioning 

- saviour yet resistant
- paradoxical accounts of involvement, advocacy, 

care and  beliefs about who ‘knows mum best’
(television exemplar)

Angry about the transition process yet acknowledges 
mother is happy

Power and Family dynamics 
‘This warring faction just kept on going….That 
transition, I have to say, was horrific. Was horrific. 
And I think it was really unfair on her, and I think it 
was undignified…and I think what caused it was 
that…my other sisters (difficult to deal with) have 
been unreasonable and overly demanding of every 
person who deals with my mothers care” In this 
situation, mum paid the price for that’

‘we had to ask and ask for a family meeting’ 



Patrick was a very independent man and was driving up to 3 weeks before 
admission. He deteriorated quickly over 3 weeks and had multiple falls at home. 
His family brought him to a Medicine for the Elderly Day Hospital. Patrick himself 
wanted Nursing Home care and prior to his own admission had visited his wife 
every day in the same unit Home for 7 years.

Particularised narrative style Factors affecting the transitioning process/interesting 
quotes

Claire 
Wanted to honour her father’s wishes

Familiar yet lacking awareness about the detail of 
the stages of the transition process

The speed of dad’s decline influenced the 
transitioning process.
Crisis point – the falls
‘I had screamed so loud a few times that I… made 
sure that I was heard and it was the only way 
because he just had to get in somewhere, he 
couldn't be left…it seemed that the hospital team 
were more interested in an outcome that suited the 
hospital rather than my father at the time’

Discussions about possible discharge back home –
lack of understanding about the processes involved 
in nursing home transition



Caroline is a very glamorous 85 year old lady with perfect posture and is softly 
spoken. On first impression it is hard to believe that she needs to be cared for in a 
nursing home, however her medical history clearly indicates the need. Caroline 
also frequently states that she is unhappy in the NH and wishes to go home. She 
has no insight into her needs and denies that she has had multiple falls.

Particularised narrative style Factors affecting the transitioning process/interesting quotes

Zoe 
Continual guilt

Positioning as unable to decide -
contradicting values

Crisis point – multiple falls
‘On one of the falls, one of the ambulance…guys actually said…'this 
isn't right, this isn't fair. It isn't fair on her, you can't keep going, you 
can't keep doing this...they were turning up so regularly... I kinda said, 
you know, these guys, they are right, but, like, what can I do?’

‘Because mum would have been very much of the 'I never want to go 
into a nursing home, ever'. She was very resistant to carers coming in, 
originally we had huge arguments about that, so, the thought of her 
going into a nursing home…I knew in my heart it was like, absolute one 
thing that she didn't want to happen, and that's what happened’.
One negative comment (amongst all the positive supportive 
comments) inserted doubt into Zoe’s mind and made her feel guilty



Meaghan was admitted to hospital with a delirium following an infection. When 
the delirium resolved, her physical care needs remained very high and she had 
advanced dementia. Aisling, her daughter who cared for Meaghan very well for 
years was suffering from anxiety.  Aislings brother was concerned about the toll 
caring for her mother was taking on his sister.

Particularised narrative style Factors affecting the transitioning process/interesting quotes

Aisling 
Extreme guilt

Self doubt
e.g. ‘I don’t think I can do this’…. (first words 

uttered)

Minimisation of gravity of caring role

‘I was caring for my mother for 5 or 6 years, and life was 
becoming slightly restricted so, gradually giving up, you know, on 
my interests, and then, maybe for 8 or 9 years, it was mildly 
restricted life, you know, I couldn't go out very much’. 
Controlling mother
‘So, my mother's very strong-willed person, she's very strong-
willed, she would never have agreed to go into a nursing home, it 
just would be never, you know, I wouldn't been able to overrule 
on that’

‘I started to go in every day…I think, out of guilt maybe more 
than, well, love and guilt, but I think they were in equal measure, 
you know….and all that guilt has lasted up until now…my liffe
changed totally because, my, my life revolved around her totally, 
you know’



B- Cross case analytic findings

1. Transitions of Care
2. Family Dynamics
3. Knowledge/Perceptions  
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‘taking care of the story’

Narrative as co-construction
-Readability 
-Font (Sans Serif) 
-Purpose 
-Physical use  – book easier
-Be open and responsive







Coming together is a beginning…
Keeping together is progress…
Working together is success…
(Henry Ford)



Thank you!


